
Weaponizing Threat Intelligence Via 
Breach Simulations



It’s clear that the threat landscape has evolved rapidly over the last couple of years. Not only are threats more targeted and using more 
sophisticated techniques, but attackers are innovating and collaborating at a much faster rate than defenders. In fact, many attackers 
are reusing malware and techniques, particularly when they are successful, to bypass newly updated security measures.

As more and more attacks occur, defenders are depending on threat intelligence to get early notification of attacks. By analyzing the 
latest indicators of compromise, organizations can act upon attacks targeting their industry and react quickly before they become a 
victim. 

The challenge is that threat intelligence can include a number of rich context—from motivation and intent of adversaries, their 
campaigns and technical indicators, the malware used, and the vulnerabilities being exploited—that may be challenging for the average 
organization to process without a large team of analysts.

The challenge for organizations is how to operationalize and weaponize this threat intelligence data -- from motivation and intent of 
adversaries, their campaigns and technical indicators, the malware used, and the vulnerabilities being exploited. In a recently published 
ESG research report titled, Threat Intelligence and Its Role Within Enterprise Cybersecurity Practices, 19% of organizations surveyed 
said they had difficulty analyzing and operationalizing threat intelligence data for risk management or incident response.

Additionally, according to the Gartner report “Designing An Adaptive Security Architecture for Protection from Advanced Attacks” by 
Neil MacDonald and Peter Firstbrook, published in Feb 2014 and refreshed in January 2016, “Comprehensive protection requires an 
adaptive protection process integrating predictive, preventive, detective and response capabilities.” The report states that attack 
prediction is needed to anticipate future attacks and targets so that enterprises can alter their security protection strategies and 
address vulnerabilities accordingly.

The SafeBreach integration with FireEye iSight threat intelligence aims to enhance attack prediction. The solution enables 
organizations to consume iSight threat intelligence indicators of compromise and transform them into hacker breach methods that 
can be executed within an environment.  It allows organizations to proactively see which attacks are applicable in their environment in 
a practical, actionable manner.

The SafeBreach ability to weaponize FireEye iSight threat intelligence and truly understand the activities that represent specific priority 
threats allows security analysts to dramatically improve their ability to anticipate future attacks, challenge their security defenses and 
train their security operations center (SOC) teams. 

Overview

The joint integration includes the SafeBreach platform, comprising the management platform and simulators, and the FireEye iSight 
threat intelligence solution:

Solution Components

The SafeBreach centralized management system incorporates the complete Hacker’s Playbook of breach methodologies, and 

manages a distributed network of breach simulators from a centralized location. Capabilities include the ability to manage all 

aspects of simulator configuration, review breach methodologies that have been successful or blocked, and generate reports on 

breach patterns. To support dynamic analysis on breach scenarios, this management platform is built on a cloud-based 

architecture. Where regulatory or privacy requirements prevent the use of a public cloud infrastructure, a private cloud-based 

management can be built on-premises.

SafeBreach Simulators
The SafeBreach simulators perform the role of the attacker, simulating traffic within the cyber kill chain. For example, to simulate 

breach methods for a Payment Card Industry (PCI) credit card exfiltration use case, breach methods are executed between 

simulators placed in the PCI segments and other segments, including the cloud and Internet.

** SafeBreach Management
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FireEye iSight Threat Intelligence feeds
iSIGHT Partners, acquired by FireEye in January 2016, has  200+ experts in 16 countries and expertise in 24 languages, delivering

the full context and intent of threats, allowing security organizations to respond faster, defend proactively, and invest smarter.

iSIGHT threat intelligence reports identifying malicious domains, malicious downloads, and malicious URLs are automatically

translated into actionable SafeBreach breach methods.

http://www.esg-global.com/research-reports/threat-intelligence-and-its-role-within-enterprise-cybersecurity-practices/
https://www.gartner.com/document/2665515


SafeBreach Management
The SafeBreach centralized management system incorporates the complete Hacker’s Playbook of breach methodologies, and 

manages a distributed network of breach simulators from a centralized location. Capabilities include the ability to manage all 

aspects of simulator configuration, review breach methodologies that have been successful or blocked, and generate reports on 

breach patterns. To support dynamic analysis on breach scenarios, this management platform is built on a cloud-based 

architecture. Where regulatory or privacy requirements prevent the use of a public cloud infrastructure, a private cloud-based 

management can be built on-premises.

SafeBreach Simulators
The SafeBreach simulators perform the role of the attacker, simulating traffic within the cyber kill chain. For example, to simulate 

breach methods for a Payment Card Industry (PCI) credit card exfiltration use case, breach methods are executed between 

simulators placed in the PCI segments and other segments, including the cloud and Internet.

FireEye iSight Threat Intelligence feeds 
iSIGHT Partners, acquired by FireEye in January 2016, has  200+ experts in 16 countries and expertise in 24 languages, delivering 

the full context and intent of threats, allowing security organizations to respond faster, defend proactively, and invest smarter. 

iSIGHT threat intelligence reports identifying malicious domains, malicious downloads, and malicious URLs are automatically 

translated into actionable SafeBreach breach methods.  

In this integration, the organization should have an existing license and API keys from FireEye iSight threat intelligence. 

Once the API key is input in the SafeBreach dashboard, breach methods are automatically generated. Breach methods 

powered by FireEye iSight threat intelligence feeds are designated in its own section on the SafeBreach dashboard, and 

clicking on the breach methods references the specific threat intelligence reports that are being simulated. 

SafeBreach simulations enable organizations to not only put specific intelligence-based campaigns into motion in their 

environment but also assists in predicting variations of these attacks so that enterprise can adjust their security 

protection strategies to compensate.
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Today, threat intelligence feeds are typically sent to security information and event management (SIEMs). Thus, operationalizing threat 
intelligence and deriving value out of threat intelligence data today is very much dependent on specialized analysts. Watching and 
waiting to react as a defense is untenable. Simulating breach methods based on real-time threat intelligence enables organizations to 
proactively find weak spots in the specific context of their business and infrastructure.

There are a number of benefits in simulating threat intelligence feeds:

- Better understanding of which indicators of compromise impact an organization

- Proactively address attacks that are being seen by the industry

- Predict variations of attacks being seen in the industry

- Improve analyst detection and response within SOC teams

A Better Approach To Weaponizing Threat Intelligence

The SafeBreach and FireEye iSight threat intelligence solution enables the average organization to understand how applicable 
indicators of compromise would play out in their environment in a practical, actionable and proactive manner.
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